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Exterior products of zero-cycles
By Matt Kerr at Chicago
Abstract. We study the exterior product CH0ðX ÞnCH0ðY Þ ! CH0ðX  Y Þ on
0-cycles modulo rational equivalence. The main tools used are higher cycle- and Abel-
Jacobi-classes developed in [L1] and [K2]. The theorem of [RS] (applied to 0-cycles) ap-
pears as a special case of our results.
1. Introduction
Since Jannsen’s formal deﬁnition [J4] of a conjectural Bloch-Beilinson ﬁltration on the
Chow groups of smooth projective varieties, a number of candidates have been put forth
in the algebraic geometry literature. Those of Murre [M] and S. Saito [sS] are purely geo-
metric, given in terms of the action of correspondences on cycles. Raskind’s approach [Ra]
is arithmetic, pulling back a ﬁltration on continuous e´tale cohomology (arising from the
Hochschild-Serre spectral sequence) along Jannsen’s cycle-class map. On the other hand,
Gri‰ths-Green [GG1], Lewis [L1] and M. Saito [mS] favor a Hodge-theoretic approach,
using the Deligne-class map to pull back a Leray ﬁltration on cohomology to the Chow
group; central here is the idea of spreading out a cycle.
Under reasonable conjectural assumptions, these ﬁltrations not only all yield Bloch-
Beilinson ﬁltrations—they all coincide (e.g., see [K1]). However, they are still quite useful
in the absence of these assumptions, for instance in detecting (rational-equivalence classes
of) cycles in the kernel of the Abel-Jacobi map. Exterior products of homologically trivial
cycles, yield such cycles; and in this paper we turn our attention to the simplest case: prod-
ucts Z1 Z2 of degree-zero 0-cycles, considered on the product of the varieties on which
they lie individually.
Torsion is excluded from our considerations: cycle (and thus Chow) groups are
taken with rational coe‰cients; while Jacobians (such as the Albanese) are always of
the rational sort, e.g. AlbðXÞ ¼ H
1;0ðX ;CÞ4
imfH1ðX ;QÞg for X smooth projective. (See §2.1 for a
discussion of Jacobians.) In general a nonzero cycle, class, or invariant is always
nontorsion. Rational equivalence is denoted by 1
rat
, and the 1
rat
-class of a cycle
Z A ZpðX Þ is denoted by hZi A CHpðX Þ (to distinguish from its fundamental class
½Z A HomMHS

QðpÞ;H 2pðX ;QÞ).
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We now give a brief overview of the paper. Let Y1, Y2 be smooth projective vari-
eties of respective dimensions ðd1 ¼Þ 1, d2; and let hZ2i A CH hom0 ðY2Þ be such that the
Abel-Jacobi image AJðZ2Þ is nontorsion in the Jacobian J d2ðY2Þð¼ AlbðY2ÞÞ. By the
result of Rosenschon-Saito [RS] one knows that if Y1, Y2, Z2 are all deﬁned over
KLC (say, ﬁnitely generated =Q) but hZ1i A CH hom0
ðY1ÞC is not deﬁned =K (i.e.,
hZ1i B im

CH0
ðY1ÞK ,! CH0ðY1ÞC), then hZ1 Z2i is nonzero in CH0ðY1  Y2Þ.
The prototypical example is the 0-cycle ðP1 O1Þ  ðP2 O2Þ on a product of curves C1,
C2 deﬁned =Q, where P1 A C1ðCÞ is very general while O1 A C1ðQÞ, P2;O2 A C2ðQÞ and
AJðP2 O2Þ is nontorsion.
Our Theorem 1 generalizes their result to d1 > 1, replacing the above condition onZ1
by (essentially) the requirement that its K-spread Z1 A Z
d1ðY1 S1Þ induce a nontrivial
map of holomorphic forms W jðY1Þ ! W jðS1Þ for some 1e je d1. Indeed, if d1 ¼ 1
and Z1 induces the zero map W
1ðY1Þ ! W1ðS1Þ, then one can show that there exists a
K-specialization of Z1 having the same AJ class, hence (as d1 ¼ 1) Y1 is a curve) the
same 1
rat
-class—contradicting the [RS] condition on Z1. So for d1 ¼ 1 the conditions are
equivalent. The result leads to a generalization of the ‘‘prototypical example’’ above to
products of several curves; this was our original aim.
Returning to the Bloch-Beilinson picture, the ﬁltration of Lewis leads to the higher
cycle- and Abel-Jacobi-classes cl iðÞ and AJ iðÞ of [K2]; we describe how to compute these
below. The point is that if we interpret Theorem 1 in terms of these invariants, it says (mod-
ulo GHC) that cl jY1ðZ1Þ3 0 and AJ
ð0Þ
Y2
ðZ2Þ½¼ AlbY2ðZ2Þ3 0) AJ jY1Y2ðZ1 Z2Þ3 0,
where the latter AJ j is computed by a sort of cup product of cl jY1 and AJY2 . This points
the way to the much broader generalization addressed in Theorem 2, where we start with
nontrivial higher invariants cl j1Y1ðZ1Þ and AJ
j2
Y2
ðZ2Þ for both cycles and ask when the ‘‘cup
product’’ AJ j1þj2Y1Y2ðZ1 Z2Þ (corresponding to the exterior product of cycles) is nontrivial.
The answer involves a delicate quotient of the higher Abel-Jacobi class AJ j2Y2ðZ2Þ and care-
ful consideration of the ﬁelds of deﬁnition of Z1 and Z2. (In fact, there are two di¤er-
ent ‘‘quotients’’ obtained by successive projections AJ jðZÞ 7! AJ jðZÞ tr 7! AJ jðZÞsf ; see
eqn. (4).)
Here is a more precise statement of our main results: let Y1, Y2 be smooth projective
(of any dimensions d1, d2) and deﬁned =Q, and L
 denote Lewis’s ﬁltration on CH0.
Theorem 1O. Given
(a) a ﬁeld KLC ﬁnitely generated =Q (set j :¼ trdegðK=QÞ),
(b) hZ1i AL
jCH0
ðY1ÞK with complete Q-spread Z1 A Zd1ðY1 SÞQ inducing a
nonzero map W jðY1Þ ! W jðSÞ,
(c) hZ2i A CH hom0
ðY2ÞQ with nontorsion Albanese class in AlbðY2Þ.
Then Z :¼Z1 Z2 E
rat
0 inL jþ1CH0
ðY1  Y2ÞK; in particular, AJ jY1Y2ðZÞtr3 0.
The two corollaries provide various extensions—to the case where j < trdegðK=QÞ,
or where a second ﬁnitely generated ﬁeld L takes the place of Q.
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Here is a simple consequence of this theorem (from Example 2 below). If
Ci=Q ði ¼ 1; . . . ;mþ 1Þ are smooth projective curves with pi A CiðCÞ very general points,
oi A CiðQÞ ði ¼ 1; . . . ;mÞ, andW A CH hom0
ðCiþ1ÞQ has nontorsion AJ-class in J 1ðCmþ1Þ,
then ðp1  o1Þ      ðpm  omÞ WE
rat
0. This was previously known only for m ¼ 1 (by
[RS]).
If Theorem 1 0 represents an application of new invariants to an outstanding problem,
the next theorem can be seen as a statement about the behavior of the invariants themselves
under exterior product.
Theorem 2O. Given
(a) K1;K2LC f.g. =Q with compositum K satisfying
trdegðK1=QÞ þ trdegðK2=QÞ ¼ trdegðK=QÞ;
(b) hZ1i AL
j1CH0
ðY1ÞK1 with cl j1Y1ðZ1Þ3 0,
(c) hZ2i AL
j2CH0
ðY2ÞK2 with either
(i) cl j2Y2ðZ2Þ3 0 or
(ii) AJ j21Y2 ðZ2Þ
sf3 0 and cl j2Y2ðZ2Þ ¼    ¼ cl d2Y2ðZ2Þ ¼ 0.
Assume the GHC.
Then Z :¼Z1 Z2 E
rat
0 inL j1þj2CH0
ðY1  Y2ÞK. In particular,
when (i) holds, cl j1þj2Y1Y2ðZÞ3 0;
when (ii) holds, AJ j1þj21Y1Y2 ðZÞ
tr3 0.
The proposition of §4 states what can be proved without the GHC, and has Theorem
1 0 as the special case corresponding to (ii) with j2 ¼ 1.
In addition to these results there are several important lemmas which will be valuable
in further applications (e.g. [K1], sec. 7).
Some additional notational remarks are in order: when a cycle (or variety) is denoted
by a script (nmathcal) letter Z, V, W, etc. (or a Roman letter), the corresponding gothic
(nmathfrak) letter Z, V, W always indicates its Q-spread; a bar over the latter denotes a
choice of complete Q-spread (see §2.3). We have also replaced the notation ½AJðZÞtri of
[K1], sec. 6.1, by ½AJðZÞsfi . In this paper, a line over a (complex) cohomology class (or sub-
space of a cohomology group) always denotes complex conjugation.
This paper was written at the University of Chicago and MPIM-Bonn; we wish to
thank both institutions for their hospitality. We also thank J. Lewis and the referee for
comments which have led to improvements in the exposition.
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2. Preliminaries
2.1. Hodge structures. A HS of weight m is a ﬁnite-dimensional Q-vector-space
HðQÞ with a ﬁltration F  onHC :¼HnQ C such that
F iHClF miþ1HC ¼HC ¼ F 0HC:
We denote F iHCXF miHC ¼: H i;miðCÞ and noteHC ¼
L
pþq¼m
Hp;q. A Q-subspace GLH
is a subHS i¤ GC ¼
L
pþq¼m
Gp;q :¼ L
pþq¼m
ðGCXHp;qÞ. Intersections and sums of subHS are
subHS. Moreover, the quotientH=G has a natural HS sinceHC=GCG
LðHp;q=Gp;qÞ. We
write QðdÞ for the 1-dimensional weight 2d HS of pure type ðd; dÞ, and F ihHðQÞ for the
largest subHS of HðQÞ contained in F iHCXHQ (equality is only true in general for
m ¼ 2i).
For S a smooth projective variety of dimension d over a ﬁeld KLC, we write
HmðSÞ for the HS HmsingðSanC ;QÞ. The fundamental class ½Z of an algebraic cycle
Z A ZpðSÞ gives a subHS Q½ZLH 2pðSÞ. Note that for our purposes, ½Z may
be deﬁned by integration and Poincare´ duality:
Ð
Z
ðÞ 7! ½Z under the identiﬁcation
fH 2d2pðS;CÞg4!G H 2pðS;CÞ  - HomMHS

QðpÞ;H 2pðS;QÞ. (It generates a subHS
because it is in fact a rational ðp; pÞ class.) If S ¼S1 S2, the direct summands under
the Ku¨nneth decomposition HmðSÞ ¼ L
rþs¼m
HrðS1ÞnHsðS2Þ are subHS; and the Ku¨n-
neth components ½Zr of ½Z give subHS Q½ZrLHrðS1ÞnH 2prðS2Þ. (Of course tensor
products of HS have natural HS.)
For Y smooth quasiprojective, HiðYÞ is in general a mixed Hodge structure. One can
obtain a HS of weight i by setting HiðY Þ :¼ imfHiðYÞ ! HiðYÞg ¼WiH iðYÞ; this is in-
dependent of the choice of smooth compactiﬁcation Y .
The Generalized Hodge Conjecture GHCði;m;SÞ predicts that
F ihH
mðSÞ ¼ NiHmðSÞ;
where N is the ﬁltration by coniveau. The F ih do not behave so well under the Ku¨nneth
decomposition: e.g.,
F 1h

HrðS1ÞnHsðS2Þ

MF 1h H
rðS1ÞnHsðS2Þ þHrðS1ÞnF 1h H sðS2Þ
may be a proper inclusion. We will also need the following ‘‘skew’’ subHS:
SF
ði; jÞ
h

HrðS1ÞnHsðS2Þ

:¼ the largest subHS of HrðS1ÞnHsðS2Þ
contained in SF ði; jÞ

HrðS1;CÞnHsðS2;CÞ

X ½HrðS1ÞnHsðS2Þ
where
SF ði; jÞ

HrðS1;CÞnHsðS2;CÞ

:¼ F iH rðS1;CÞnF jH sðS2;CÞ þ F iH rðS1;CÞnF jH sðS2;CÞ:
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Note that SF
ð1;lÞ
h (for
sþ 1
2
f lf 0, r > 0) contains
N 1HrðS1ÞnHsðS2Þ þHrðS1ÞnF lhH sðS2Þ
(since N 1LF 1h LF
1
CXF
1
C, F
lHsC þ F lHsC ¼ HsC, etc.).
A morphism of HS H!y 0H is a Q-linear map which over C takes the formL
Hp;q !lyp; q L 0Hp;q relative to a pair of bases subordinate to the resp. Hodge decompo-
sitions. Images and preimages of HS under such a morphism are HS.
We will use systematically the following notion of a ‘‘relative dual pair’’ of HS. This
consists of:
(a) K1LK0 of weights 2d  2nþ 1,H1LH0 of weights 2n 1, and
(b) a perfect pairing H0 K0 ! QðdÞ whose restriction to H1 K1 ! QðdÞ is
also a perfect pairing.
The inclusions (in (a)) induce (by the duality in (b)) projections prH : H0 ! H1,
prK : K0 ! K1, and the compositionsH1LH0 ! H1,K1LK0 ! K1 yield the respec-
tive identity maps. (One should view, for example,H1 ,!H0 as [a choice of ] extension of
functionals from K1 to K0, and H0 ! H1 as restriction of functionals from K0 to K1.)
Equivalently, one could replace (b) with:
(b 0) identiﬁcations HiGK4i nQðdÞ (which together with (a) induce prH, prK)
such that the above compositions give the identity.
In this paper the pairings always come tacitly from Poincare´ duality. Note that prH,
prK have kernels H
0
1 , K
0
1 (resp.) which satisfy: H0 ¼H1lH 01 , K0 ¼K1lK 01 . (This
approach to complementary HS’s gives us more control than using the semisimplicity com-
ing from a polarization.)
If H is of weight 2n 1, deﬁne the Jacobian J nðHÞ :¼HC=ðF nHC þHQÞ; and
if H ¼K4nQðdÞ, then J nðHÞ ¼ ðF dnþ1KCÞ4=K4Q . When H1LH0 is a subHS,
J nðH1Þ ,! J nðH0Þ and J nðH0Þ ! J nðH0=H1ÞG J nðH0Þ=J nðH1Þ. In the above ‘‘dual
pair’’ situation, JðH0Þ ¼ JðH1Þl Jð0H1Þ; we emphasize that since extension followed by
restriction of functionals H1LH0 ! H1 is the identity, so is the induced composition
on Jacobians. More generally a morphism y induces a map of Jacobians. We write
J p

H 2p1ðSÞ ¼: J pðSÞ.
To construct elements in Jacobians: let dimðSÞ ¼ d, Z A ZphomðSÞ, q1Z ¼ any
choice of topological ð2d  2pþ 1Þ-chain bounding on Z, and let KLH 2d2pþ1ðSÞ,
HLH 2p1ðSÞ be a relative dual pair. Then Ð
q1Z
ðÞ is a well-deﬁned functional on
F dpþ1H 2d2pþ1ðS;CÞ. (Represent the latter by Cy forms o A F dpþ1W2d2pþ1Sy ðSÞ; note
5Kerr, Exterior products of zero-cycles
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that if o o 0 ¼ da, a may be chosen A F dpþ1, and use Stokes’s theorem.) Hence one has
an element of fF dpþ1KCg4! J pðHÞ; we write
 Ð
q1Z
ðÞ

A J pðHÞ.
2.2. The fundamental lemma. This is the main organizational tool for the proofs of
Theorem 1 (§3) and the proposition of §4. For clarity, we break it into the cases (i) and (ii)
needed in the respective proofs of these main results, even though (i) is a special case of (ii)
(put G0 ¼ f0g).
Lemma 1. Given the following 3 items:
(a) H1LH0, K1LK0 a relative dual pair of HS, with G0LH0 a subHS mapped
into itself under the compositionH0 ! H1LH0;
(b) HVLH1,KVLK1 a relative dual pair, withH2 andK2 denoting the respective
projection-kernels:H1 ¼HVlH2, etc.; and
(c) X A JðH0Þ with lifting ~X A fF dnþ1KC0 g4, and x A JðHVÞ with lifting
~x A fF dnþ1KCV g4, such that ~X is trivial on F dnþ1KC2 ð¼KC2 XF dnþ1KC0 Þ and equivalent
to ~x on F dnþ1KCV .
Now assume also that one of the following is satisﬁed:
(i) x3 0 andHVX ðH1XG0Þ ¼ f0g; or
(ii) bsubHS G1LH1 containingHVX ðH1XG0Þ and such that the projection of x to
J

HV=ðG1XHVÞ

is nonzero.
Then the projection of X to JðH0=G0Þ is nonzero.
Proof. From (a) and (b) one has the diagram
fF dnþ1KC0 g4
fKQ0 g4
 !G JðH0Þ !b0 J H0
G0
 
 

 
pr1   pr1
fF dnþ1KCV g4
fKQV g4
 !G JðHVÞ K!iV JðH1Þ !b1 J H1
H1XG0
 
G
???yðprV;pr2Þ 
JðH1Þ
JðH1XG0Þ

! 

JðHVÞl JðH2Þ
in which the square commutes and prV  iV is the identity. From (c), ðprV  pr1ÞðXÞ ¼ x
and ðpr2  pr1ÞðXÞ ¼ 0; hence pr1ðXÞ ¼ iVðxÞ.
If (i) holds, then JðHVÞl JðH1XG0Þ ,! JðH1Þ and so b1 cannot kill iVðxÞ; we con-
clude that b0ðXÞ3 0.
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If (ii) holds, then pVðxÞ3 0 in the diagram
JðHVÞ K!iV JðH1Þ !b1 JH1=ðH1XG0Þ
 

 
pV   p   p
J

HV=ðG1XHVÞ

K!iV JðH1=G1Þ !b1 JH1=fðH1XG0Þ þ G1g
JðH1=G1Þ
J
ðH1XG0Þ=ðG1XG0Þ
(in which squares commute). Moreover,HVX ðH1XG0ÞLG1 implies that
H1XG0
G1XG0
X
HV
G1XHV
¼ f0g in H1
G1
;
hence J
H1XG0
G1XG0
 
l J
HV
G1XHV
 
,! J H1
G1
 
. Therefore b1 cannot kill iV

pVðxÞ

, and
so (by both diagrams) p

pr1

b0ðXÞ
 ¼ b1iVpVðxÞ3 0) b0ðXÞ3 0 once again. r
2.3. Points and spreads. Given S=Q smooth projective, choose any a‰ne Zariski
open subset S=Q. The embedding Q½S  ,! QðSÞGQðSÞ then produces a generic point
pg on S via the composition SpecQðSÞ ! SpecQ½S GS ,!S. For purposes of taking
cohomology, we use the approximation hS ¼ lim  U (over ULS a‰ne Zariski open sub-
sets deﬁned =Q) to pg; more precisely, H
iðhSÞ :¼ lim! HiðU
an
C ;QÞ while
CHpðX 
Q
hSÞ :¼ lim! CH
pðX 
Q
UÞGCHpðX 
Q
pgÞ:
Note that HiðhSÞ :¼ imfHiðSÞ ! HiðhSÞgGHiðSÞ=N 1HiðSÞ is a HS. (See [K2], sec.
3, 4, for important well-deﬁnedness checks.)
Given any embedding ev : QðSÞ ,! C which restricts to the identity on Q, deﬁne
a geometric point p A SðCÞ of maximal transcendence degree (¼ dimðSÞ) over Q by
p :¼ pg ev SpecC. (See [K1]. In fact p is deﬁned over K :¼ ev

QðSÞ.) Since p lies in
the complement of the countably many divisors DLS deﬁned =Q, we may think of it as a
geometric (closed, zero-dimensional) point of hCS; such a point is called very general.
The compositum of two ﬁelds K1;K2LC is the smallest subﬁeld of C containing both
K1 and K2; if K1;K2MQ then this may be written QðK1;K2Þ. To deﬁne the Q-spread of an
algebraic cycle we need part (a) of the following:
Lemma 2. (a) Let KLC be a ﬁnitely generated extension of Q. Then bS=Q smooth
projective and a very general point p A SðCÞ such that evp : QðSÞ !G K.
(b) Given QðS1ÞGK1, QðS2ÞGK2 two such,
QðS1 S2ÞGQðK1;K2Þ , trdeg

QðK1;K2Þ=Q
 ¼ trdegðK1=QÞ þ trdegðK2=QÞ:
7Kerr, Exterior products of zero-cycles
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Proof. (a) K ¼ Qðp1; . . . ; pt; a1; . . . ; asÞ for fpig a transcendence basis ) we can
map Q½x1; . . . ; xt; xtþ1; . . . ; xtþs !f K via fxi 7! pi; xtþj 7! ajg. Set R ¼ imðfÞ, I ¼ kerðfÞ,
S ¼ VarðIÞLAtþs
Q
. Since R is a division ring, I is prime and S irreducible,
dimS ¼ t ¼ trdegðK=QÞ. So f : Q½S  ¼ Q½x1; . . . ; xtþs
I
!G R induces an isomorphism
of fraction ﬁelds QðSÞ ¼ Qðx1; . . . ; xtÞ½xtþ1; . . . ; xtþs
I
!G K; this is evaluation at
p ¼ ðp1; . . . ; pt; a1; . . . ; asÞ A SðCÞ. Finally, take ~S to be a desingularization of S, and S to
be a good compactiﬁcation of ~S; one has QðSÞGQð ~SÞGQðSÞ.
(b) As in (a), we have p ¼ p1  p2 ¼ ðfpg; fag; fsg; fbgÞ A S1  S2LAt1þs1fxg At2þs2fyg
for fpg, fsg transcendence bases for K1, K2=Q. Evaluation at p gives a map
Q½S1  S2 ¼ Q½S1nQ Q½S2G
Q½x1; . . . ; xt1þs1 ; y1; . . . ; yt2þs2 
I ¼ ðIfxg1 ; Ifyg2 Þ
!f QðK1;K2ÞLC:
If QðS1 S2Þ½GQðS1  S2Þ is notG to the fraction ﬁeld of imðfÞ, then f kills some
f E 0 ðmod IÞ. Since I is prime, Nullstellensatz ) IðS1  S2Þ ¼ I , hence f does not
vanish on S1  S2 and f ¼ 0 cuts out a subvariety D=Q of codim:f 1 in which p must
sit. Since the relative dimension of pr : S1  S2 ! At1fxg At2fyg is 0, prðpÞ ¼ ðfpg; fsgÞ sits
in a Q-subvariety of At1þt2 of codim:f 1; therefore p1; . . . ; pt1 ; s1; . . . ; st2 are not alge-
braically independent. But fai; bjg are algebraic over Qðfpg; fsgÞ, hence QðK1;K2Þ has
trdege t1 þ t2  1. r
Now let X be deﬁned over Q, K be f.g. =Q, XK ¼ XnQ SpecK andZ A ZpðXKÞ. By
Lemma 2(a) one has evp : QðSÞ !G K, and we deﬁne
Zg :¼Zev1p SpecQðSÞ A ZpðXQðSÞÞ:
Clearing denominators from the equations cutting out the components of Zg yields a cycle
Z A Zp
ðX SÞ
Q

whose complexiﬁcation restricts toZ along X  fpg ,! X S. (Such
a ‘‘complete spread’’ is not well-deﬁned modulo 1
rat
.) One also has the obvious restriction
Z A Zp
ðX  hSÞQ which is called the Q-spread of Z. We can write this as a map
CHpðXKÞ !G CHp
ðX  hSÞQ:ð1Þ
2.4. Higher cycle- and Abel-Jacobi classes. In order to deﬁne our invariants we need
Deligne cohomology and the Deligne cycle-class (roughly an amalgamation of fundamen-
tal class and Abel-Jacobi class), for which the reader may consult [K1], §§2.4, 3.1. An ex-
panded treatment of the Lewis ﬁltration may be found in [K1], sec. 4.2, [K2], and of course
[L1]. In this subsection (up to Lemma 3) we merely review those points which are required
in the remainder of the paper.
To take the Deligne class of the r.h.s. of (1) we use the well-deﬁned ‘‘composition’’
c:
CHp
ðX  hSÞQ CHpðX SÞQ!cD H 2pD X S;QðpÞ! H 2pD X  hS;QðpÞ
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(where H
2p
D denotes the image of Deligne cohomology of ðX SÞanC in absolute Hodge co-
homology of ðX  hSÞanC , see [L1]). Write CK=Q :¼ c  ð1Þ.
Lewis [L1] constructs a (decreasing) Leray ﬁltrationL on H 2pD

X  hS;QðpÞ

. This
uses a presentation (known as ‘‘Deligne homology’’) of H 2pD

X S;QðpÞ as cohomology
of a complex of triples of global chains and currents, which can then be ﬁltered by degree
along S. Actually Lewis works in a more general situation; an explicit description of L
for our purposes here may be found in [K2], §10 (see eqn. (10.6)¤.). With this L granted,
taking c-preimages then automatically gives a decreasing ﬁltration L on both groups of
(1).
In the notation of [K2], one has exact sequences
0! Gri1L J pðX  hSÞ ! GriLH 2pD

X  hS;QðpÞ
! GriLHgpðX  hSÞ ! 0ð2Þ
with the identiﬁcations in (3) and (4) below. (This is proved in [L1] and also follows from
eqn. (10.4) and its proof in [K2].) If hZi AL iCHp
ðX  hSÞQ½, hZi AL iCHpðXKÞ
then its invariants in (2) are written ½cDðZÞi (or CK=Qi ðZÞ) in the middle term, ½Zi in the
r.h. term, and (if ½Zi ¼ 0) ½AJðZÞi1 on the left. One has
GriLHg
pðX  hSÞ :¼ HomMHS

QðpÞ;HiðhSÞnH 2piðXÞ
ð3Þ
,! HiðhSÞnH 2piðXÞ;
Gri1L J
pðX  hSÞ :¼
Ext1MHS

QðpÞ;Hi1ðhSÞnH 2piðX Þ

im

HomMHS

QðpÞ;GrWi H i1ðhSÞnH 2piðXÞ
ð4Þ
! J p H i1ðhSÞn
H 2piðXÞ
F
piþ1
h H
2piðXÞ
 !
! J p H
i1ðSÞnH 2piðX Þ
SF
ð1;piþ1Þ
h fnumg
 !
;
where ‘‘num’’ means ‘‘numerator’’. In (4), the second projection is valid by the remarks on
SF in §2.1 for if 2, and trivially for i ¼ 1; while the ﬁrst projection is worked out in [K2],
sec. 12. (Note that the Ext1MHSG J
p

Hi1ðhSÞnH 2piðXÞ

.) The successive projected im-
ages of ½AJðZÞi1 are written ½AJðZÞtri1 and ½AJðZÞsfi1.
Let Z be a (choice of) complete spread. To compute ½Zi one takes the image of the
Ku¨nneth component ½Zi A HiðSÞnH 2piðXÞ in the r.h. term of (3). If the full fundamen-
tal class ½Z ¼ 0 in H 2pðX SÞ, then one may compute ½AJðZÞi1 and its images by pro-
jecting
 Ð
q1Z
ðÞ

A J p

Hi1ðSÞnH 2piðXÞ to the appropriate term in (4).
The original ﬁltration of Lewis [L1] is (for X deﬁned over Q as considered here) ob-
tained by taking a limitL iCHpðXCÞ :¼ lim!
K
L iCHpðXKÞ over all KLC ﬁnitely generated
=Q. Note that CHpðXKÞ ,! CHpðXCÞ, so that lim!
K
CHpðXKÞ ¼ CHpðXCÞ. On the coho-
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mology side, this corresponds to a limit over all ﬁnite-dimensional smooth projective
varieties S=Q and dominant morphisms S 0 !S (these induce injective maps of
GriLH
2p
D

X  hðÞ;QðpÞ

, see [K2], sec. 3). One has maps
C
ðC=QÞ
i : L
iCHpðXCÞ ! lim!
S
GriLH
2p
D

X  hS;QðpÞ

and exact sequences lim!
S
ð2Þ obtained simply by applying the direct limit (exact in the
category of Abelian groups) to each term of (2). Given hZi AL i, one writes invariants
cl iX ðZÞ A lim!
S
GriLHg
pðX  hSÞ and (if this ¼ 0) AJ i1X ðZÞ A lim!
S
Gri1L J
pðX  hSÞ (which
are essentially ½Zi and ½AJðZÞi1 but without referring to K or Z).
We will use the following two lemmas in the proofs of Corollary 1 and Theorem 2. In
the ﬁrst one (writing d ¼ dimX ) we take p ¼ d, which corresponds to the case whereZ is a
0-cycle.
Lemma 3. Let Z AL iCHd
ðX  hSÞQ. If ½Zi3 0 andGHCð1; i;SÞ holds then the
induced map Z : W iðX Þ ! W iðSÞ is nontrivial.
Proof. Noting that N 1HiðSÞLF 1h H iðSÞ ) Hi;0ðhS;CÞ ¼ Hi;0ðS;CÞ, we must
show the composition f:
HomMHS

QðdÞ;HiðhSÞnH 2diðXÞ

,! HiðhS;CÞnH 2diðX ;CÞ
! Hi;0ðS;CÞnHdi;dðX ;CÞ
is injective. An element of the HomMHS is a morphism y : H
iðXÞ ! HiðhSÞ of HS; if
y A kerðfÞ then
imðyÞL kerfHiðhSÞ ,! HiðhS;CÞ ! Hi;0ðS;CÞg:
Since moreover imðyÞ is a HS, we have imðyÞLF 1h H iðhSÞ; and
GHC) F 1h H iðhSÞLN 1HiðhSÞ ¼ 0: r
Lemma 4. (a) For ~S=Q smooth projective of dimension i þ c, bc-fold hyperplane sec-
tion S=Q s.t. restriction along S ,!i ~S induces a well-deﬁned injection H iðh ~SÞ ,! HiðhSÞ.
(b) Given ~Z A Zp
ðX  ~SÞ
Q

with restriction Z to X S (and write ~Z, Z for their
resp. restrictions to X  h ~S, X  hS). If cDð ~ZÞ, cDðZÞ belong to L i of the resp. H 2pD ’s,
then i induces a (well-deﬁned ) injective map (see proof below) under which ½ ~Zi 7! ½Zi.
If they belong to resp. L iþ1’s and ½ ~Z ¼ 0 ð) ½Z ¼ 0Þ, then i induces injections sending
½AJð ~ZÞtri 7! ½AJðZÞtri , ½AJð ~ZÞsfi 7! ½AJðZÞsfi .
(c) Assume HC. Then if cDð ~ZÞ AL jH 2pD

X  h ~S;QðpÞ

, one can choose ~Z so that (in
(b)) cDðZÞ AL jH 2pD

X  hS;QðpÞ

.
Proof. (a) Arguing for c ¼ 1, let SL ~S be a smooth Q-hyperplane section and
choose resp. codim.-1 Q-subvarieties DLS, ~DL ~S as follows: D su‰ciently ‘‘large’’
that HiðSnDÞ !G HiðhSÞ; and ~D properly intersecting S with ~DXSMD. By [AS], Thm.
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6.1.1 (a version of a‰ne weak Lefschetz), Hið ~Sn ~DÞ ,! HiðSn ~DXSÞ and so
Hið ~Sn ~DÞ ,!
0i
HiðSn ~DXSÞ. Moreover, by [AK], Thm. 1.1(3), i : HiðSÞ ,! HiðSÞ re-
spects the coniveau ﬁltration. Hence we get a commutative diagram
Hið ~SÞ ! Hið ~SÞ
imHi~Dð ~SÞ
! Hið ~SÞ
N 1Hið ~SÞ  !G Hiðh ~SÞ
HiðSÞ ! HiðSÞ
imHi~DXSðSÞ
!G HiðSÞ
N 1HiðSÞ  !G HiðhSÞ
i
K! 0i
K! 00i???y
from which injectivity of 00i is obvious. (Iterating this procedure proves it for c > 1.)
(b) Plug the injection of (a) into HomMHS

QðpÞ; ðÞnH 2piðXÞ,
J p ðÞn H
2pi1ðX Þ
F
pi
h H
2pi1ðX Þ
 !
; and J p
ðÞnH 2pi1ðX Þ
SF
ð1;piÞ
h fnumg
 !
:
This automatically yields injections except in the last case, where we need
Hiðh ~SÞnH 2pi1ðXÞ
SF
ð1;piÞ
h fnumg
,! H
iðhSÞnH 2pi1ðX Þ
SF
ð1;piÞ
h fnumg
(in order that the J p’s inject). It su‰ces
to show
SF
ð1;piÞ
h;S X imfHiðh ~SÞnH 2pi1ðXÞg ¼ SF ð1;piÞh; ~S :
This follows by describing SF
ð1;piÞ
h as the largest subHS contained in
kerfHiðhÞnH 2pi1ðX Þ ! Hi;0ðh;CÞnHpi1;pðX ;CÞg
and noting that Hi;0ðh ~S;CÞ ,! Hi;0ðhS;CÞ.
(c) By [mS], sec. 1.6, we can arrange that cDð ~ZÞ AL iðX ~SÞ= ~SH
2p
D

X  ~S;QðpÞ, by
modifying an initial choice of ~Z along X D where DL ~S is a divisor deﬁned =Q. (This
uses the HC.) The conclusion then follows by functoriality of Leray. r
Remark 1. (i) We emphasize that the passage from ~Z 7! ~Z 7! Z 7! Z is not a well-
deﬁned map of cycles (only ~Z 7! Z is). However, (b) says that at least certain invariants of
Z will only depend on those of ~Z, and not on the choice of lifting ~Z 7! ~Z.
(ii) Given ~Z with (complete) spread ~Z, Z should be viewed as a spread of a ‘‘special-
ization’’ Z of ~Z (deﬁned over a ﬁeld of lesser transcendence degree =Q). Namely, if
p ASðCÞ is very general (hence somewhat less than very general in ~SðCÞ), take Z to be
the restriction of Z along X  fpg ,! X S. [Note that this is di¤erent (less delicate) than
the kind of specialization considered in [GGP], [mS].]
2.5. Change of spread ﬁeld. We now make a slight extension to the case where X is
not deﬁned =Q, to be used in Corollary 2 (and, to a lesser extent, Example 3).
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Suppose we have LLKðLCÞ both f.g. =Q, with trdegðK=LÞ ¼: tf 1. Then bS=Q
with s ASðCÞ such that evs : QðSÞ !G K , and M=Q with a morphism r : S!M such
that evrðsÞ : QðMÞ !G L.
Remark 2. If S, M come from Lemma 2(a), r is a priori a rational map, restrict-
ing to a morphism only on ULS Zariski open. Take the closure in SM of
graphðrjUÞLU MLSM and let S 0 be a desingularization of the result. Then one
has obvious morphisms S 0 ! S and S 0 !M, and the ﬁrst is a birational equivalence
ðQðS 0ÞGQðSÞ); so just take ‘‘S’’ in the above to be S 0.
Now write m ¼ rðsÞ AMðCÞ and T :¼ r1ðmÞ ,!i SL, and note that LðTÞGK
(again via evs). Let X be deﬁned =L and Z A ZpðXKÞ; then one has complete Q-spreads
Z A ZpðX
Q
Þ and X!p S, formally restricting to X :¼ lim  p1ðUÞ [over U=QLS a‰ne
Zar. op.] and Z A ZpðXÞ. Moreover, one has the partial (L-)spreads
XL SL T ¼ XL T ,!
i
XL and ZT :¼ iðZLÞ A ZpðXL TÞ;
we write hT ¼ lim  V [V=LLT a‰ne Zar. op.] and note that this is formally the restriction
to T of ðhSÞL.
By functoriality of the Deligne class we get a commuting diagram
CHpðXKÞ !G CHpðXQÞ !cD H 2pD XanC ;QðpÞ???y ???yi
CHp
ðXL  hTÞL !cD H 2pD ðX  hTÞanC ;QðpÞ 


G
where the twoG’s are (resp.) Q- and L-spread maps. Writing CK=Q and CK=L for the top
and bottom compositions, the Leray ﬁltrations on HD for X!p S and X T !pT T in-
duce (via the two C’s) ﬁltrationsL
K=Q
LLK=L on CH
pðXKÞ. (That iðLpÞLLpT follows
from Lewis’s explicit description of L on H D on the level of representative Deligne-
homology cochains.) Hence we have maps
C
K=Q
i : L
i
ðK=QÞCH
pðXKÞ ! GriLpH
2p
D

X;QðpÞ;
C
K=L
i : L
i
K=LCH
pðXKÞ ! GriLpTH
2p
D

X  hT;QðpÞ

:
The former extends the C
K=Q
i deﬁned [for the case X ¼ X  hS] in §2.4 above, but is di‰-
cult to compute; the latter is easy to compute with (2), (3), (4), and C
K=L
i ¼ i CK=Qi on
hZi AL i
K=Q
. We state what we will use:
Lemma 5. If hZi AL iK=LCH
pðXKÞ and CK=Li ðZÞ3 0, thenZE
rat
0. More precisely,
one of two things is true:
(i) hZi BL i
K=Q
,
(ii) hZi AL i
K=Q
and C
K=Q
i ðZÞ3 0.
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Remark 3. For Example 3 it will also be helpful to note that C
K=Q
i ðZÞ resp.
C
K=L
i ðZÞ ‘‘split’’ as before into ½Zi and ½AJðZÞi1, resp. ½ZTi and ½AJðZTÞi1, with
e.g. ½Zi A HomMHS

QðpÞ;HiðhS;R2pipQÞ

being sent to ½ZTi by i.
2.6. Exterior products of cycles respect the ﬁltration. In the more general context
where X may not be deﬁned =Q, and for cycles of any codimension, it is proved in
[L1] that on CH ðXCÞ, L i L jLL iþj under the intersection product. Moreover, push-
forwards and pullbacks preserveL. This leads immediately to the following.
Lemma 6. Given hZii AL
ji
Ki=Q
CH0
ðYiÞKi for i ¼ 1; 2, we have
hZ1 Z2i AL j1þj2
K=Q
CH0ðXKÞ where K :¼ QðK1;K2Þ and X ¼ Y1  Y2:
Proof. Writing pi : X ! Yi ði ¼ 1; 2Þ, Z ¼ ðp1Z1Þ  ðp2Z2Þ and we use the 2 prop-
erties of L just mentioned. r
Remark 4. We emphasize that the Yi need not be deﬁned =Q, and that K1, K2 need
not be ‘‘algebraically independent’’ in the sense of Lemma 1(b); they could even be the same
ﬁeld (so that K ¼ K1 ¼ K2).
3. GeneralD special
In this section we present various results and examples which are all variations on the
following theme: that the product of a 0-cycle which is ‘‘general’’ in some appropriate sense
by a ‘‘special’’ 0-cycle with nontrivial Albanese image, is not rationally equivalent to zero.
Theorem 1. Consider Y1 and Y2 smooth projective varieties =Q with resp. dimensions
d1 and d2. Let KLC be f.g. =Q of trdeg. j, and hVi AL jCH0
ðY1ÞK be such that its com-
plete spreadV A Zd1
ðS Y1ÞQ induces a nontrivial map W jðY1Þ ! W jðSÞ of holomorphic
forms. Take hWi A CH hom0
ðY2ÞQ with 03AJY2ðWÞ A J d2ðY2Þ :¼ J d2H 2d21ðY2Þ.
Then hZ :¼VWi A CH0
ðY1  Y2ÞK is not zero. More precisely,
hZi AL jþ1CH0 and ½Z ¼ 0;
but ½AJðZÞj3 0 (equiv. AJ jY1Y2ðZÞ3 0), hence hZi BL jþ2.
Proof. The fundamental class ½V has j th Ku¨nneth component
½Vj A H jðSÞnH 2d1jðY1Þ;
which also lies in the r.h.s. of
fH jðS;CÞnH 2d1jðY1;CÞgðd1;d1Þ ¼
Lj
i¼0
Hi; jiðS;CÞnHd1i;d1þijðY1;CÞ:
We may write uniquely ½Vj ¼
Pj
i¼1
½Vði; jiÞ and ½Vð j;0Þ ¼
P
l
aln nlð¼ ½Vð0; jÞÞ where falg
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is a basis of H j;0ðS;CÞ and nl A Hd1j;d1ðY1;CÞ. Our hypothesis on V implies at least that
one nl, say n1, is nonzero.
Set d ¼ d1 þ d2, X ¼ Y1  Y2. Since W is deﬁned =Q, the Q-spread of Z is the re-
striction Z of
Z ¼ VW A ZdðS XÞ
Q

to hS  Y1  Y2. Already Z 1
hom
0 with bounding chain
q1Z :¼ V q1Wð5Þ
of real dimension 2j þ 1. (Here q1W is a real 1-chain bounding on W which is fixed
for the remainder of the proof.) Since hVi AL j, ½Vi 7! 0 A HiðhSÞnH 2diðY1Þ for all
i < j. Together with (5) this implies
 Ð
q1Z
ðÞ

7! 0 A J dHiðhSÞnH 2di1ðX Þ, hence
½AJðZÞi ¼ 0 ðEi < jÞ and hZi AL jþ1.
Let ½V4j A H jðSÞnH jðY1Þ be any rational type ð j; jÞ-class dual to ½Vj; that is,
under [the restriction of ] the Poincare´ duality pairing H 2d1ðS Y1ÞnH 2jðS Y1Þ ! Q,
½Vjn ½V4j 7! 1. Denote by annð½VjÞLH jðSÞnH jðY1Þ the subHS annihilated by ½Vj.
Consider the following relative dual pairs of HS’s:
H0 ¼ H jðSÞnH 2dj1ðXÞMH jðSÞnH 2d1jðY1ÞnH 2d21ðY2Þ ¼H1;
K0 ¼ H jðSÞnH jþ1ðX ÞMH jðSÞnH jðY1ÞnH 1ðY2Þ ¼K1;
and
HV ¼ Q½VjnH 2d21ðY2ÞLH1; KV ¼ Qð½V4j ÞnH 1ðY2ÞLK1:
(The H’s are of weight 2d  1, the K’s of weight 2j þ 1; so here d, d þ j replace the n, d
(resp.) of §§2.1–2.) If we take
~X ¼
 Ð
q1Z
ðÞ

A fF jþ1KC0 g4 and ~x ¼ ½Vjn
 Ð
q1W
ðÞ

A fF jþ1KCV g4
then clearly the former annihilates F jþ1K2 ¼ F jþ1fannð½VjÞCnH 1ðY2;CÞg
completely while agreeing with ~x on F jþ1KCV ¼ C½V4j nH 1;0ðY2;CÞ. Note that
03 x ¼ ½VjnAJY2ðWÞ A C½Vjn J d2ðY2ÞG J dðHVÞ by assumption.
Now recall the notation b0 : JðH0Þ ! JðH0=G0Þ from Lemma 1. Let
G0 ¼ N 1H jðSÞnH 2dj1ðXÞ þH jðSÞnF djh H 2dj1ðXÞLH0;
so that ½AJðZÞj ¼ b0ðXÞ A J dðH0=G0Þ ¼ J d H jðhSÞn
H 2dj1ðX Þ
F
dj
h
 !
. We must check
that the image of G0 under the Ku¨nneth projection fpr1 : H0 ! H1 is contained in
H1XG0. Set
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N ¼ N 1H jðSÞnH 2d1jðY1ÞnH 2d21ðY2Þ;
F ¼ H jðSÞnF djh fH 2d1jðY1ÞnH 2d21ðY2Þg:
Since y : H 2dj1ðXÞ ! H 2d1jðY1ÞnH 2d21ðY2Þ is a morphism of HS,
y

F
dj
h H
2dj1ðXÞLF djh fH 2d1jðY1ÞnH 2d21ðY2Þg
L fH 2d1jðY1ÞnH 2d21ðY2ÞgXF djh H 2dj1ðX Þ
L y

F
dj
h H
2dj1ðX Þ:
It follows that fpr1ðG0ÞLNþFLH1XG0Lfpr1ðG0Þ, which gives us what we want but
also thatH1XG0 ¼NþF.
Now by Lemma 1(i) we are done (i.e., b0ðXÞ3 0) if we can show that
HVX ðH1XG0Þ is zero inH1.
Take p : H jðS;CÞ ! H j;0ðS;CÞlH 0; jðS;CÞ to be the projection with kernel
H j1;1ðS;CÞl   lH 1; j1ðS;CÞMN 1H jðS;CÞ. Then the induced
p1 : H
C
1 ! fH j;0ðS;CÞlH 0; jðS;CÞgnH 2d1jðY1;CÞnH 2d21ðY2;CÞ
killsN.
Next let n, f , ½VjnG be arbitrary elements of NC, FC, and HCV
(G A H 2d21ðY2;CÞ arbitrary), and suppose nþ f ¼ ½VjnG in HC1 . In order to prove
HCV X ðNC þFCÞ ¼ f0g, we must show G ¼ 0. Apply p1 to both sides to get
p1ð fÞ ¼ p1ð½VjnGÞ, i.e.P
l
alnAl þ
P
l
alnBl ¼
P
l
aln nlnGþ
P
l
aln nlnG
for unique classes Aj;Bj A

F
dj
h fH 2d1jðY1ÞnH 2d21ðY2Þg

nC. Hence we must have
n1nG ¼ A1, n1nG ¼ B1 in HC :¼ H 2d1jðY1;CÞnH 2d21ðY2;CÞ. That is, n1nG and
n1nG must belong to (a subspace of)
Hdj;d1C l   lHd1;djC :
Since n1 is nonzero of pure type ðd1  j; d1Þ, G belongs to
Hd2;d21ðY2;CÞl ½Hd2þ1;d22ðY2;CÞl   lHd2þj1;d2jðY2;CÞ
(bracketed terms ¼ 0); but since n1 is of type ðd1; d1  jÞ, G is in
½Hd2j;d2þj1ðY2;CÞl   lHd22;d2þ1ðY2;CÞlHd21;d2ðY2;CÞ:
Hence G ¼ 0. r
Here is one way to constructV on Y1 with the properties assumed in the statement of
Theorem 1. (Note that such aV automatically has cl jY1ðVÞ3 0 and VE
rat
0.)
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Consider some j-dimensional (possibly singular) subvariety S=QLY1 with desingula-
rization S!i Y1, such that the restriction (i) induces a nontrivial map of holomorphic
j-forms. Let p0 ASðCÞ be very general, and write p for its image in Y1. An obvious choice
of complete spread for p is the graph of i, p :¼ ðid iÞðDSÞ A Zd1ðS Y1Þ, whose action
p : H jðY1Þ ! H jðSÞ is of course i. Suppose ½DS A H jðSSÞ has algebraic Ku¨nneth
components DSði; 2j  iÞ A Z j
ðSSÞ
Q

with ½DSi ¼ ½DSði; 2j  iÞ, as is the case if S
is a curve, surface, abelian variety, smooth complete intersection (in PN ), or arbitrary prod-
uct of these. Then hDSð j; jÞp0i AL jCH0ðSCÞ, and L is preserved under i (see [L1]);
hence the class of V :¼ i

DSð j; jÞp0

lies in L jCH0
ðY1ÞC. A complete spread for V
is V :¼ ðid iÞDSð j; jÞ A Zd1ðS Y1Þ, so that
V ¼ DSð j; jÞ  i ¼ ðdij  identityÞ  i : HiðY1Þ ! HiðSÞ:
From the hypothesis on i it follows that V : W jðY1Þ ! W jðSÞ is nonzero; so V has the
desired properties. Here are two concrete instances:
Example 1. If Y1LPN is a (smooth) complete intersection with degðKY1Þf 0, take
j ¼ d1 and S ¼ S ¼ Y1. The construction gives V ¼ p o, where p A Y1ðCÞ is very gen-
eral and o A Y1ðQÞ.
Example 2. Let X ¼ C1      Cn be a product of curves deﬁned =Q each of
genusf 1. On each Ci let Wi be a divisor deﬁned =Q with AJðWiÞ3 0 in J 1ðCiÞ,
pi A CiðCÞ be very general, oi A CiðQÞ. Assume fp1; . . . ; png ‘‘algebraically independent’’
in the sense that p1      pn A X ðCÞ is very general (not deﬁned over a ﬁeld of trdeg < n).
Then for each jf 1, take
S ¼ C1      Cj  fojþ2g      fongLC1      Cj  Cjþ2      Cn ¼ Y1;
p0 ¼ p1      pjð ojþ2      onÞ A SðCÞ. One obtains from the above construction
hV :¼ ðp1  o1Þ      ðpj  ojÞ  ojþ2      oni AL jCH0
ðY1ÞC
with the properties assumed in the theorem. Hence
hZ :¼ ðp1  o1Þ      ðpj  ojÞ Wjþ1  ojþ2      oni AL jþ1CH0ðXCÞ
has AJ jX ðZÞ3 0, and so ZE
rat
0.
In [K1], this example is tied to Bloch’s results ([B1]) for 0-cycles on Abelian varieties
(which are dominated by these products of curves). One also gets applications to Calabi-
Yau 3-folds.
Here is a slight generalization of Theorem 1 that gives some initial evidence that our
invariants are well-behaved under products.
Corollary 1. Let Y1, Y2,W be as in Theorem 1 and take h ~Vi AL
jCH0
ðY1ÞC with
cl
j
Y1
ð ~VÞ3 0. Then if the GHC holds, AJ jX ð ~VWÞ3 0 hence ~VWE
rat
0.
Proof. We have ~K ﬁnitely generated =Q and ~S (deﬁned =Q), such that ~V= ~K and
Qð ~SÞG ~K. By deﬁnition of cl jY1 , 03 ½ ~Vj A HomMHS

Qðd1Þ;H jðh ~SÞnH 2d1jðY1Þ

.
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By Lemma 4(b), (c) (and HC), b a j-dimensional section S=Q 7!
i ~S such that (for
V ¼ i ~V) ½Vj ¼ i½ ~Vj3 0. By GHCð1; j;SÞ and Lemma 3, V : W jðY1Þ ! W jðSÞ is
nontrivial hence ½AJðVWÞj3 0 by the theorem. Now obviously ~VW AL jþ1 and
½ ~VW ¼ 0, hence ½AJð ~VWÞj is deﬁned and maps to ½AJðVWÞj under i. r
In the theorem and corollary Y1, Y2,W are deﬁned =Q, and we would like to have a
more ﬂexible statement. One idea is to allow Y1 (like V) to be deﬁned =K, in such a way
that the generalized ½Vj of Remark 3 is still3 0. However this turns out to be too optimis-
tic as we now show.
Example 3 (Bielliptic cycle). Let El :¼ fy2 ¼ xðx 1Þðx lÞg !Xl P1½x; these form
a family E!p MLP1½l. Writing ol :¼ ð0; 0Þ, pick l2 A Q and ql2 A El2ðQÞ such that
AJðql2  ol2Þ A J 1ðEl2Þ is nonzero. Put e :¼ Xl2ðql2Þ A P1ðQÞ and choose ql A X1l ðeÞ
(with e ﬁxed) continuously in l A C, which requires lifting to a double cover ~E! ~M of
the family.
Deﬁne hZl :¼ ql  oli A CH0ðElÞ, take l1 A CnQ and set K :¼ Qðl1Þ. The cycleZl1
on El1 is deﬁned over a quadratic extension of K ; its spread Z1 on ~E yields a normal func-
tion n A Gð ~M;J1~E= ~MÞ deﬁned by nðlÞ :¼ AJElðZlÞ. One easily sees this is nontrivial (since if
we did not worknQ, it is 2-torsion at l ¼ e but not elsewhere); arguing by monodromy, its
inﬁnitesimal invariant dn A G ~M;
W1~MnH
1
~E= ~M
‘ðO ~MnF1H1~E= ~MÞ
 !
GGð ~M;W1~MnH1;0~E= ~MÞ must be
nonzero.
According to Remark 3, the generalized C
K=Q
1 ðZl1Þ invariant maps to a generalized
½Z11 A HomMHS

Qð1Þ;H 1ðh ~M;R1pQÞ

which itself maps (injectively) to the inﬁnitesimal
invariant, hence ½Z113 0. So in the notation of Theorem 1, Zl1 plays the role of V (in a
generalized sense), and Zl2 (deﬁned =Q, with nontrivial AJ image) that ofW.
But Zl1 Zl2 ¼ ðql1  ol1Þ  ðql2  ol2Þ1
rat
0 (modulo 2-torsion if we did not work
nQ). This is because ðql1 ; ql2Þ is a (very general) point on the image of the bielliptic curve
El1 P1½x El2 ¼: B in E1  E2. Writing s for ðidÞ on each Ei, s s induces the hyperelliptic
involution on B; hence an explicit function on B gives
ðql1 ; ql2Þ 

sðql1Þ; sðql2Þ
þ 2ðol1 ; ol2Þ1rat 0:
One now easily shows ðs sÞðZl1 Zl2Þ1
rat
Zl1 Zl2 1
rat ðs sÞðZl1 Zl2Þ; the asser-
tion follows.
Here, then, is the appropriate generalization.
Corollary 2. Let KML be an extension (of trdegf j) of subﬁelds of C f.g. =Q.
Let Y1, Y2, W be deﬁned =L but otherwise as in Theorem 1. Referring to §2.5, take
hVi AL j
K=Q
CH0
ðY1ÞK s.t. VT A Zd1ðT Y1ÞL induces W jðY1Þ ! W jðTÞ nontrivial.
Then Z :¼VWE
rat
0; more precisely, C
K=Q
jþ1 ðZÞ3 0.
Proof. By the proof of Theorem 1, we have
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03 ½AJðZTÞtrj A J d H jðhTÞn
H 2dj1ðX Þ
F
dj
h
 !
:
Hence, C
K=L
jþ1 ðZÞ3 0. Since V AL jK=Q and W AL
1
K=Q
, Z AL jþ1
K=Q
by Lemma 6; hence by
Lemma 5, C
K=Q
jþ1 ðZÞ3 0. r
Remark 5. We expect no better, in the sense that there are situations where
½ZTjþ1 ¼ 0, ½AJðZTÞj3 0 for the partial spread but ½Zjþ13 0 for the Q-spread. (See
[K1], sec. 7.1.)
4. GeneralD general
As far as taking products of cycles that both spread is concerned, the easiest
case is where each has a nontrivial higher cycle-class. Let Y1, Y2 be deﬁned =Q. If
hVii AL
jiCH0
ðYiÞKi (for i ¼ 1; 2) have cl jiYiðViÞ3 0, then with ‘‘reasonable’’ as-
sumptions we can expect cl j1þj2Y1Y2ðV1 V2Þ3 0 (clearly hV1 V2i AL j1þj2 by Lemma
6). Namely, we need a hypothesis that guarantees the spread of V1 V2 to be just
V1 V2 on ðS1  Y1Þ  ðS2  Y2Þ; algebraic ‘‘independence’’ of K1 and K2 in the
sense of Lemma 2(b) is su‰cient. Applying the GHC and Lemma 3 in each factor,
each Vi induces a nonzero map W
jiðYiÞ ! W jiðSiÞ; hence V1 V2 does the same
W j1þj2ðY1  Y2Þ ! W j1þj2ðS1 S2Þ and so ½V1 V2j1þj23 0. If we make no assump-
tion on K1 and K2 then there are problems:
Example 4. Let Y1 ¼ Y2 ¼ E=Q be an elliptic curve and V1 ¼V2 ¼ p o
where p A EðCÞ is very general and o is a Q-point. Then ½V113 0, ½V213 0 but
V1 V2 ¼ ðp; pÞ  ðo; pÞ  ðp; oÞ þ ðo; oÞ is the diagonal cycle; this is1rat 0 (mod 2-torsion
if we did not worknQ).
Remark 6. Should one want to generalize to Y1, Y2 not deﬁned =Q, the above
assumptions—nontriviality of cl jiYiðViÞ ði ¼ 1; 2Þ and ‘‘independence’’ of the ﬁelds of
deﬁnition of V1 and V2 (namely, K1 and K2) over Q—are insu‰cient to guarantee
cl
j1þj2
Y1Y2ðV1 V2Þ3 0. For a counterexample (in case j1 ¼ j2 ¼ 1) one can simply take l1
and l2 both general (and algebraically independent over Q) in Example 3. However, if one
takes K1 and K2 independent over the common ﬁeld of deﬁntion of Y1 and Y2 (say, L), then
an analogous result obviously holds for the higher cl-type invariants arising from the par-
tial L-spreads ofV1, V2, and V1 V2.
Now suppose (with Yi def ’d. =Q) hVii AL
jiCH0
ðYiÞKi but ½Viji ¼ 0,½AJðViÞji13 0 ði ¼ 1; 2Þ; i.e. each cycle has nontrivial higher AJ-class. The situation
looks more grim here for nontriviality of the exterior product, even if we assume
K1 and K2 independent. It will never be the case that ½AJðV1 V2Þj1þj223 0, because
hV1 V2i AL j1þj2 by Lemma 6. In fact, if we started with trdegðKiÞ ¼ ji  1 ði ¼ 1; 2Þ
then all the higher cycle- and AJ-classes ofV1 V2 are zero; if an extension of the Bloch-
Beilinson conjecture holds (see [K2] or [L1]) then this )1rat 0.
The interesting problem is the asymmetric one: V1 with nontrivial higher cl,V2 with
higher AJ-class3 0. Referring to Example 2, if we take V1 ¼ ðp1  o1Þ      ðpm  omÞ
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(where m < n) andV2 ¼ ðpmþ1  omþ1Þ      ðpn1  on1Þ Wn on Y1 ¼ C1      Cm
and Y2 ¼ Cmþ1      Cn (resp.), then of course the product cycle is nontrivial. More gen-
erally, one expects any Z from Theorem 1 to work asV2.
Here is the strongest general result we could prove; note V,W replace V1, V2. Nat-
urally we would have preferred to assume only (say) AJ j2Y2ð ~WÞ
tr3 0; see Remark 7(iii) for a
conditional improvement along these lines.
Theorem 2. Let Y1, Y2 =Q be smooth projective w./dimensions d1, d2;
h ~Vi AL j1CH0
ðY1ÞC with cl j1Y1ð ~VÞ3 0; h ~Wi AL j2þ1CH0ðY2ÞC with AJ j2Y2ð ~WÞsf3 0
and cl
j2þ1
Y2
ð ~WÞ ¼    ¼ cl d2Y2ð ~WÞ ¼ 0. Assume ~V, ~W have resp. models over ﬁelds
K1;K2LC f.g. =Q with trdegs. t1, t2, such that QðK1;K2Þ has trdeg. t1 þ t2. Assume the
GHC.
Then h ~V ~Wi AL j1þj2þ1CH0
ðY1  Y2ÞC has AJ j1þj2Y1Y2ð ~V ~WÞðtrÞ3 0.
Proof. Let ~W be a choice of ‘‘complete’’ spread. Since cl iY2ð ~WÞ ¼ 0 for 0e ie d2,
the image ½ ~Wi A HomMHS

Qðd2Þ;Hiðh ~S2ÞnH 2d2iðY2Þ

of ½ ~Wi is zero for all i (auto-
matic for i > d2 since Gr
i
LCH
d2 ¼ 0 by [L1]). Thus ½ ~Wi A N 1Hið ~S2ÞnH 2d2iðY2Þ and by
Deligne [D], Cor. 8.2.8, there exist irreducible codim.-1 Q-subvarieties Sa on ~S2 such that
½ ~Wi A Gy
	L
a
Hi2ð ~SaÞnH 2d2iðY2Þ


. Hence ½ ~W is a sum of Gysin images of classes in
HomMHS

Qðd2 þ 1Þ;H 2d22ð ~Sa  Y2Þ

. By the HC, these are given by cycles; thus one
may modify ~W (without a¤ecting ~W) so that ½ ~W ¼ 0.
By Lemma 2(b), the (complete) spread of ~V ~W is just the product of spreads,
~V ~W. Now we specialize in both factors as in Lemma 4 and Remark 1, obtaining (with
HC) V and W exactly as in the hypotheses of the proposition below. (We also have to
use GHCð1; j1;S1Þ to get from ½Vj13 0 to the map of holomorphic forms.) According
to the Proposition, ½AJðVWÞtrj1þj23 0; and ½AJð ~V ~WÞ
tr
j1þj2 maps to this under the
specialization. (That this map is well-deﬁned simply follows from well-deﬁnedness of
H j1þj2ð ~S1  ~S2Þ=N 1 ! H j1þj2ðS1 S2Þ=N 1 [argue as in proof of Lemma 4(b)].) r
So the proof has been reduced to this statement, which is what we could prove
without assuming GHC.
Proposition. Let hVi AL j1CH0
ðY1Þk1, hWi AL j2þ1CH0ðY2Þk2 for k1; k2LC
of resp. trdeg=Q j1 and j2. Assume that V induces a nontrivial map of holomorphic j1-forms
W j1ðY1Þ ! W j1ðS1Þ; that ½AJðWÞsfj2 3 0; and thatW has a complete spreadW with ½W ¼ 0.
Then ½AJðVWÞðtrÞj1þj23 0.
Proof of Proposition. Clearly the ﬁrst paragraph of the proof of Theorem 1 applies
(replacing S, j by S1, j1). Deﬁne ½Vj, ½V4j , annð½VjÞ as before. Set d ¼ d1 þ d2,
j ¼ j1 þ j2, S ¼S1 S2, X ¼ Y1  Y2, Z ¼ VW, and q1Z ¼ V q1W.
We begin with the HS (omitting the obvious dualK’s)
H0 ¼ H jðSÞnH 2dj1ðX ÞMH j1ðS1ÞnH j2ðS2ÞnH 2d1j1ðY1ÞnH 2d2j21ðY2Þ ¼H1
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and
G0 ¼ F 1h H jðSÞnH 2dj1ðXÞ þH jðSÞnF djh H 2dj1ðX Þ:
Reasoning as in the proof of Theorem 1, underH0 ! H1, G0 projects to
G0XH1 ¼ F 1h fH j1ðS1ÞnH j2ðS2ÞgnH 2d1j1ðY1ÞnH 2d2j21ðY2Þ
þH j1ðS1ÞnH j2ðS2ÞnF djh fH 2d1j1ðY1ÞnH 2d2j21ðY2Þg
¼: NþF:
Now deﬁne ~X ¼
 Ð
q1Z
ðÞ

A fF jþ1KC0 g4, so that ½AJðZÞtrj projects to
b0ðXÞ A J dðH0=G0Þ; this is what we must show nonzero. Write
s23 : H1 !G H j1ðS1ÞnH 2d1j1ðY1ÞnH j2ðS2ÞnH 2d2j21ðY2Þ
for the map exchanging the 2nd and 3rdn-factors, and deﬁneHV by
s23ðHVÞ ¼ Q½Vj1nH j2ðS2ÞnH 2d2j21ðY2Þ:
Set ~x ¼ ½Vj1n
 Ð
q1W
ðÞ

A fF jþ1KCV g4; then ~X annihilates F jþ1KC2 and agrees with ~x on
F jþ1KCV . Next, deﬁne G1 by
s23ðG1Þ ¼ H j1ðS1ÞnH 2d1j1ðY1ÞnSF ð1;d2j2Þh fH j2ðS2ÞnH 2d2j21ðY2Þg:
By assumption (nontriviality of ½AJðWÞsfj2 ), pVðxÞ is nonzero in
J
HV
G1XHV
 
GC½Vjn J d2
H j2ðS2ÞnH 2d2j21ðY2Þ
SF
ð1;d2j2Þ
h fnumg
 !
:
According to Lemma 1(ii) we are done modulo showing
ðNþFÞXHVLG1:
Projecting along the Hodge decomposition in each factor,
p 01 : H
C
1 ! H j1;0ðS1;CÞnH j2;0ðS2;CÞnHd1j1;d1ðY1;CÞnHd2j21;d2ðY2;CÞ
kills N and F. Write faig for a basis of H j1;0ðS1;CÞ, and fGlgMl¼1 for a basis of
H 2d2j21ðY2;CÞ s.t. fGlgrl¼1LHd2j21;d2ðY2;CÞ and fGlgMl¼rþ1LF d2j2H 2d2j21ðY2;CÞ.
Let
nþ f ¼ PM
l¼1
s123 ð½Vj1n glnGlÞ
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be an arbitrary element of ðNC þFCÞXHCV , where each gl A H j2ðS2;CÞ has a Hodge de-
composition
P
pþq¼j2
g
ðp;qÞ
l . Applying p
0
1 gives
0 ¼P
i
Pr
l¼1
ain g
ð j2;0Þ
l n ninGl;
since n13 0 this implies
0 ¼ Pr
l¼1
a1n g
ð j2;0Þ
l n n1nGl:
Hence for l ¼ 1; . . . ; r we have gð j2;0Þl ¼ 0, i.e. gl A F 1H j2ðS2;CÞ. It follows that
PM
l¼1
glnGl A F 1H j2ðS2;CÞnH 2d2j21ðY2;CÞð6Þ
þH j2ðS2;CÞnF d2j2H 2d2j21ðY2;CÞ:
An argument symmetric in Hodge types (starting from the deﬁnition of p 01, replace all
ðp; qÞ’s by ðq; pÞ’s) shows
PM
l¼1
glnGl A F
1H j2ðS2;CÞnH 2d2j21ðY2;CÞð7Þ
þH j2ðS2;CÞnF d2j2H 2d2j21ðY2;CÞ:
Hence
P
glnGl lives in the intersection
F 1H j2ðS2;CÞnF d2j2H 2d2j21ðY2;CÞ þ F 1H j2ðS2;CÞnF d2j2H 2d2j21ðY2;CÞ
¼ SF ð1;d2j2ÞfH j2ðS2;CÞnH 2d2j21ðY2;CÞg
of (6) and (7); and so ðNþFÞXHV lies in [the C-vector space] s123 ðQ½Vj1nSF ð1;d2j2ÞÞ.
But ðNþFÞXHV is a HS, hence it actually lies in the largest subHS (of, say,HV) con-
tained in s123 ðQ½Vj1nSF ð1;d2j2ÞÞ, which (using purity of Q½Vj1 ) is [the Q-vector space]
s123 ðQ½Vj1nSF
ð1;d2j2Þ
h Þ. Obviously this gives containment in G1 and completes the proof.
r
Remark 7. (i) Theorem 1 is the case j2 ¼ 0.
(ii) It is easy to show (by sharpening slightly the argument in the proof of Theorem 1)
that the cyclesZ with nontrivial ½AJðZÞtrj produced by Theorem 1 actually have nontrivial
½AJðZÞsfj , hence would make a suitable choice ofW for the above proposition. (If this were
not the case, one would expect a stronger proposition to be true!)
(iii) Assume the GHC. Then in the statement of the above proposition, we may relax
the requirement onW to ½AJðWÞtrj23 0 provided
F 1h fH j1ðS1ÞnH j2ðS2Þg ¼ F 1h H j1ðS1ÞnH j2ðS2Þ þH j1ðS1ÞnF 1h H j2ðS2Þ
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and
F djfH 2d1j1ðY1ÞnH 2d2j21ðY2Þg
¼ F d1j1þ1h H 2d1j1ðY1ÞnH 2d2j21ðY2Þ þH 2d1j1ðY1ÞnF d2j2h H 2d2j21ðY2Þ:
(These are decidedly not satisﬁed if e.g. S1 ¼S2.)
Proof of Remark 7(iii). In this case NþF is annihilated by the projection from
H1 to
H j1ðS1Þ
F 1h
n
H j2ðS2Þ
F 1h
n
H 2d1j1ðY1Þ
F
d1j1þ1
h
n
H 2d2j21ðY2Þ
F
d2j2
h
;
and it follows that
P
glnGl lies in
F 1h H
j2ðS2ÞnH 2d2j21ðY2Þ þH j2ðS2ÞnF d2j2h H 2d2j21ðY2Þ:
Writing s23ðG 01Þ for H j1ðS1ÞnH 2d1j1ðY1Þ tensor this, G 01 replaces G1 in the above argu-
ment and pVðxÞ need only be assumed nontrivial in
J d
HV
G 01XHV
 
GC½Vj1n J d2 H j2ðhS2Þn
H 2d2j21ðY2Þ
F
d2j2
h fnumg
 !
(assuming GHCð1; j2;S2Þ for theG). r
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